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Abstract 

Airborne laser scanning (ALS) and digital spectral data were collected by the NERC Airborne Research and 
Survey Facility (ARSF) for an area of 12km2 centred to the south east of Upavon, Wiltshire, with the purpose 
of enhancing the understanding of the use of multisensor survey for prospection and analysis of 
archaeological remains. The area lies on the East Range of Salisbury Plain Army Training Area and was 
selected for the study due to the quantity of archaeological remains in varying states of preservation. The 
project was supported by equipment loans from the NERC Geophysical Equipment Facility (GEF) and Field 
Spectroscopy Facility (FSF). The Leica 1200 GPS system borrowed from the GEF was used as a base station 
for the aerial data collection, to locate the areas for simultaneous geophysical prospection and to provide 
ground control points to assess and improve the accuracy of the Digital Elevation Model (DEM).

Background 

Airborne remote sensing has long been recognised as a vital tool for prospection of sites of archaeological 
interest. Initially prospection was carried out solely via aerial photography, but increasingly other sensor 
platforms are being brought into play to seek out previously undiscovered archaeological remains or add 
detail and coherence to our understanding of known historic landscapes (Bewley et al. 2005). While results 
from the use of digital remote sensing technologies such as digital spectral and ALS data acquisition have 
been promising, our scientific understanding of how to apply these technologies is in its infancy. Many 
techniques, such as the Normalised Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), are taken directly from 
environmental science, often with little regard for their original purpose or the suitability of their application 
to archaeological studies (Bennett et al. 2011).

The success of remote sensing for archaeology is often measured simply in terms of the quantity of new 
features identified. However as our understanding of how archaeological deposits are represented in 
remotely sensed datasets has never been systematically tested, the biases caused by factors such as variations 
in season, soil type, vegetation cover and land use limit the feasibility of a purely quantitative approach. 
Furthermore, knowing a feature can be identified under certain conditions is of little assistance when 
attempting to judge the value of the deposit or its state of preservation. 

The aim of the project established at Bournemouth University in 2008 is to more precisely understand the 
physical, chemical, biological and environmental factors that play a significant role in the visibility of sites in 
airborne remotely sensed data.  The research seeks to advance the field of remote sensing for archaeology by 
systematically developing and testing techniques for processing a range of remote sensing data and 
combining the results with ground based and subsurface data, thus improving our understanding of the role 
of remote sensing in determining the nature of archaeological features observed. A key development of the 
project in 2010 was the opportunity to collect ground observations, including ground spectral, earth 
resistance and ground penetrating radar (GPR) survey along with soil samples simultaneous to the 
acquisition of  tailored ALS and hyperspectral survey by the NERC ARSF providing a unique stack of data 
to assess the quality and inform the interpretation of the airborne data. Figure 1 shows the location of the 
Upavon study area.
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Figure 1: ARSF GB10-07 - Upavon airborne and ground survey location map
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Survey procedure 

The GEF Leica 1200 GPS was deployed in advance of the flight date to establish the grid locations for the 
geophysical survey. On the day of the airborne acquisition, (4th March 2010) the GPS was used as a base 
station providing continuous recording of positional data with which to calibrate the airborne GPS as there 
were no OS base stations within 30km of the site. Due to this, the deployment of the GEF GPS was critical to 
the accuracy of the airborne survey, allowing the processing of the ALS data with high spatial accuracy.

The ALS data were collected to two specifications. The first coverage of the whole study area was defined 
principally by the optimal flight height for the simultaneous hyperspectral data collection. The second 
coverage was a repeat flight of a transect in the eastern part of the study area with flight height specified so 
that the maximum resolution of data could be achieved within the limits of the operating platform and sensor.

To test the accuracy of the ALS DEM, the measurement of numerous ground control points (GCPs) to an 
accuracy of ± 0.05m was subsequently undertaken. In all, 177 3D point locations were recorded across the 
landscape in the area of high resolution ALS acquisition as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Location of high and low resolution ALS survey areas and ground control points
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Processing and modelling 

The data from the base station was geometrically located using RINEX data and forwarded to ARSF 
Processing for inclusion in the ALS processing. The GCP data were also corrected using RINEX data from 
Ordnance Survey antennae and converted to OSGB36.

The ALS data were strip adjusted using the least-squares matching technique (LSM), cleaned and filtered 
using OPALS1 and processed into a DEM using GRASS. The GCPs were exported to a vector file with x, y 
and z attributes. The height data were then extracted  from the DEM at the GCP locations and exported to a 
spreadsheet for the calculation of the RMSE.

Table 1: Example of height data extracted from the ALS and Nextmap DEMs for each of the GCPs

Data quality 

In the area of high resolution data where the ALS resolution was 9.2 hits per m2, the DEM was found to have 
a elevation accuracy of ± 0.10m. 

Table 2: RMSE for the ALS and Nextmap DEMs

Interpretation to date 

The initial results appear to show a significant improvement in DEM quality from the use of repeat ALS 
survey. They also show that the OPALS LSM method for strip adjustment is highly effective for high 
resolution data.

1 Developed by TU Wien, http://www.ipf.tuwien.ac.at/opals/opals_docu/index.html
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GCP reference X co-ordinate Y co-ordinate

spta001 418280.1565 153611.9304 165.8170 165.9657 165.00
spta002 418267.6260 153582.3782 165.3183 165.3579 165.00
spta003 418249.3944 153561.7678 164.5243 164.3463 164.00
spta004 418239.9571 153535.6951 163.8389 163.8075 163.00
spta005 418228.3670 153512.5171 163.1685 163.1597 162.00
spta006 418222.2935 153487.9338 162.8501 163.0305 162.00
spta007 418207.2237 153446.0483 162.6599 162.6371 162.00
spta008 418199.3188 153412.8294 162.9458 162.9078 162.00
spta009 418195.2012 153391.1131 163.6559 163.6258 163.00
spta010 418187.2538 153370.5282 164.0347 163.9614 163.00
spta011 418182.7052 153344.1490 165.0522 164.9677 164.00
spta012 418200.4952 153336.6555 166.0414 166.0195 165.00
spta013 418167.8654 153344.6319 164.1252 164.0766 163.00
spta014 418152.0230 153347.6606 163.4387 163.4268 163.00
spta015 418130.3925 153351.8804 162.4203 162.3792 162.00
spta016 418110.3594 153355.2815 161.3531 161.3239 161.00

GCP 
Elevation

Elevation 
from ALS 

DEM

Elevation 
from Nextmap 

DEM

Root Mean Squared Error (RSME) in metres
ALS DEM high resolution 0.10

0.67Nextmap DEM
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The high quality DEM also shows a significant improvement for the aerial prospection of archaeological 
features when compared with the baseline data collated from archive aerial photographs and held by the 
Wiltshire Sites and Moments Record. Figure 3, an overlay of the previously recorded archaeological features 
and the ALS hillshaded model shows two additional north – south lynchet features in this field system.

Figure 3: The high quality ALS DEM is used to check the location of existing archaeological features (in 
green) and identify new ones (marked with arrows)

Preliminary findings 

The high quality DEM can be used as a basis for the geocorrection of the hyperspectral data offering a 
significant improvement on the ±0.67m RSME of the Nextmap 2m resolution DEM. The higher vertical 
accuracy also makes it suitable for processes such as Local Relief Modelling that aid the identification and 
recording of subtle archaeological features (Hesse 2010). 

Conclusions and recommendations 

Work on the airborne remotely sensed data is still very much in progress, but preliminary quality analysis of 
the ALS and GCP data has indicated the following broad conclusions:

• The spatial distribution of GCPs in the area of high resolution data was adequate for detailed 
assessment of the accuracy of the ALS model.

• Repeated but temporally contemporaneous ALS acquisitions of the same area have been shown to be 
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extremely useful in creating high-resolution, high accuracy models within the constraints of the 
operating platform and sensor.

• The use of LSM routines provides a clear method for strip adjustment for ALS data which retains 
spatial and vertical accuracy, even in areas of undulating rural landscape.

Recommendations include:

• Collection of spatially distributed and high accuracy GCPs across the ALS acquisition area as the 
key method for analysis of the accuracy of the DEM.

• The use of LSM routines for strip adjustment

• The recognition of the impact and limitations of working in areas of high radio frequency 
interference when undertaking dGPS survey.

Publications (including proposed, in preparation, submitted, in press and published) 

Bennett, R., Welham, K., Hill, R.A., and Ford, A. 2011. Making the most of airborne remote sensing 
techniques for  archaeological survey and interpretation. In D. Cowley (ed.) Remote Sensing for  
Archaeological Heritage Management.EAC Occasional Paper, 99-107. Hungary: Archaeolingua

Conference Papers

Bennett, R., Welham, K., Hill, R.A., and Ford, A. 2010a. Analysing the Vegetation Information Content of 
Airborne Remotely Sensed Data with Respect to Improving Understanding of Archaeological 
Features. In Cork, Ireland

Bennett, R., Welham, K., Hill, R.A., and Ford, A. 2010b. Multisensor Airborne Remote Sensing Techniques 
for Archaeological Survey and Interpretation. In Bucharest, Romania

Proposed Papers

Further publications are planned for 2011 in journals covering both archaeological and remote sensing 
special interests but these are still in the outline stages.
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